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TEXT

page27, first line under formula (1.74), replace ��� by � � .
page60, in the denominatorof the transferfunction, replace ����� by �
	������� .
page70, in the formula at the bottom, change– to +.

page78, in formula (2.46), replace ���
��������������� by ������������������� .
page110, add a dot on  , formula at the top.

page113, add a dot on  , next to the last formula.

page113, the secondformula from the bottom,add a dot for the derivativeof  .

page129, in the first formula multiply the input matrix by � .

page130, replace ! �#" ! � by ! �$" !�% in the first term in (b).

page131, replace &'�(� by & " � in formulas(3.77), (3.78), and (3.80).

page146, Part 1. (c), replacef(t) by f

PAGE 164, 2nd formula from the bottom, replace �
)*�+���-,*� �*. by ��)/���0�1,*� �2.�354 .
PAGE 165, 2nd line, replace ,768� by ,798� .
PAGE 175, in Theorem4.5, replace“open by “closed”.

PAGE 177, Theorem4.6, replace“inside of the unit circle” by “inside or on the unit circle”.

PAGE 181, 3rd line aboveTheorem38, replace“closed right” by “open right”.

PAGE 185,2ndand3rd formulas,in the2ndproductchangethe uppersummationlimit from : to ��: " : � ��)�
page229, formula (5.21) replace ; by < .
page243, formula (5.37), replace =� ��>�� by =� �@?A� , and replace BDC��@?A� by BFE�C��@?A� .
page246, in formula (5.56) for GIH add G in betweenof J and KML .
page226, first line, replace  N�O?A� and � �O?A� by  N��!2� and � ��!P� .
PAGE 263, Figure6.2, Q is the anglebetweenthe positivereal axis and R � vector,not betweenthe negative

real axis and vector RS� as presentedin the figure.

page267, formula (6.18), change1/100 to 100.

page326, secondline from the bottom,delete(A,B,C,D,K) andplot(r).

page335, formula (8.12), replacerespectively, %�T ,P� T�UVUWUVT , �P3 � by , �23 � T , �P3 � T�UVUVUVT ,2� .
page336, replace �� TYX � and � X2TAX � elementsin the matrix Z by  and " � , respectively.

page342, formula for MPOS, change � "\[�] to � "\[ �] .
page353, the right-handside of formula (8.29), omit twice � .

page353, the right-handside of formula (8.30), omit twice � .

page353, formula (8.31), add twice the subscript ^ to _ .

page356, lines 8 and 9, replacetwice _ by _ ] .
page398, change �
)�`ba to �)�`ca .
PAGE 401, Figure 9.15, replace dfe aYg by dfe 4V� and h5e aYg by h5e 4V� .

PAGE 408,usethe MATLAB function feedback(num,den,1,1,-1) instedof thecloop function.

PAGE 426, in the last formula replace i � "j[ � by i � "  [ � .
PAGE 427, first formula, the samechangeas on PAGE 426.

page407, lines 4 and 5 from the bottom, replaced � by d e aYg .
page422, line 14, changestep 5 to step4.

page422, multiply the phase-lagcontroller transferfunction by 0.0114.
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page444, formula (10.39) replace klSm�nPo by lSm�nDp�q
o .
page447, formula (10.48), replace r�sutwv by r�sxtzy .

page447, Figure10.1, the input to the Kalmanfilter shouldcomefrom the signal leavingblock { ,
not from the summationelement.

page451, formula (10.59), delete |�} m�nDp1~����Io .
page451, formula (10.60), delete | m�nDp1~c�j�Io .
page457, line 17, add (eds.) after Willems.

page464, formula (a.3), replace� by y and replace ��� by ���2� .
page467, Table A.1, row two, replace �Yr�� by � ��rA� .
page468, Table A.2, row three, replace � p�q by � p�� .

page468, Table A.2, row eight, in the numeratorreplace � by � p�� .

page471, secondformula, replace �2� by � �P� .
page473, Table B.1, row ten, replace q by � .
page474, Table B.2, row five, replace � �1� by � ��q .
MATLAB PROGRAMS
page60, line 2, replaceindicate by indicates.

page243, formula (5.37), add � in betweenof � and � .
page285, line 2 from the bottom, changeparameterby parameters.

page344, line 5, changeden1 to cden1.

page344, line 6, changecnum1 by cnum2 and den1 by cden2.

page344, lines 2 and 3, changecloop by feedback (for MATLAB 5)

page358, line 3, change[cnumc,cdenc] by (cnumc,cdenc).

page407, line 6, replacein by into.

page408, line 2, replacelog by log10.

page416, line 4, replacelog by log10 and recalculatethe valuesobtained.

page422, line 12, add 0.8424* in front of abs.

PROBLEMS
page36, Problem1.8, replace k� � by � � .
page255, Problem5.12, replacetype by tape.

page256, Problem5.14, changesubscriptsfor the nominal point into m�lS���'�AlP���'�Y�P�Po .
page289, Problem6.12, addat the end “with the following outputmatrices”

����� q v�v�v�vv q v�v�v � � ¡ �¢� v vv vS�
page377, Problem8.9, change £�v�¤ to q v�v�¤ .

page377, Problem8.11, change ¥§¦ to �N¦ .
page378, Problem8.14, line 1, changephase-lagto phase-lead.

page426, Problem9.1, change ¨ � to ��¨ � .
page428, Problem9.8, replace vP© ª¬« by ª*« .
page430, Problem9.17, part (b), replacepart by parts.
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